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Real-time applications usually require constant bit rates,
low delay and jitter, and are implemented with the UDP
protocol, which in turn provides open-loop congestion
control to adapt the transmission rate. As a consequence,
these applications can be very aggressive in terms of the
use of network resources in opposition to TCP traffic,
which is considered “well-behaved”  because it prevents
the network from congestion by means of closed-loop
control of packet-loss and round-trip-time. In addition,
although the IPV4 suit of protocols do not provide QoS,
priority to UDP packets could cause even higher
degradation to TCP traffic (Roberts, 2001). To address
this problem, several real-time protocols (Padhye et al.,
1999)(Rejaie et al., 1999)(Sisalem et al.,1997)  (Sisalem
& Wolisz, 2000) (Sisalem & Wolisz, 2000-2) (Zhang et
al., 2000)  have been proposed to make UDP applications
behave like TCP traffic and to help keep the network
stable.  These TCP-friendly protocols generally compute
the transmission rate with the estimation of packet-loss
(oJp ) and round-trip-time (qRrDr ) using the same
expressions derived for the TCP protocols. However, the
TCP estimation of the throughput bandwidth is derived
assuming specific congestion control schemes to reliably
transmit packets between hosts. As a consequence, this

transmission rate could be considered too conservative,
due to the fact that real-time applications attempt to
sustain a constant bit rate with low delay and jitter,
although  tolerate sJt .

As mentioned above, integrating UDP and TCP
traffic presents several problems because the former
generally demands high and constant bandwidth, while the
latter adapts the transmission rate according to the
network conditions. One possibility that has been
investigated is to use admission control for both sort of
traffic. A large number of admission control schemes have
been proposed in the literature (Roberts, 2001) but none of
these is currently being employed on the Internet (Roberts,
2002).

This paper proposes a real-time protocol that uses
more bandwidth than the TCP-friendly protocols
mentioned above, but does not require any network
admission control mechanism to protect the TCP traffic
from unacceptable degradation due to the increase of the
bandwidth required by UDP applications. The protocol
addressed here estimates the bandwidth allocated to a real-
time application as a percentage of the current TCP traffic,
and also employs uJv  as a criteria to bound the UDP bit
rate or deny access to a new real-time application.
Moreover, instead of exponentially or linearly modifying
the packet-rate according to wJx  as done by TCP protocols
(Tanenbaum, 1996) (Stallings, 1998), the mechanism
presented in this paper uses a form of the gradient
algorithm to estimate the transmission rate. The scheme
proposed here has not been found in the literature and
offers an interesting strategy to overcome the limitation of
the Internet to allocate resources in both TCP and UDP
traffics.
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In order to measure QoS parameters («J¬  and  R®D® ), UDP
packets were sent from a host at University of Chile
(UCh), in Santiago, to a host at the University of New
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Mexico (UNM), in Albuquerque, USA. The process at
UCh, client, simulated a real-time application by
generating UDP traffic with variable packet-rate (̄S°%±³² )
and constant packet-size. The process at UNM, server,
received the packets, computed statistics related to ´Jµ
that were sent back to the host at UCh with control
packets. These control packets were also used to estimate¶R·D·

. This mechanism is equivalent to the RTP protocol
(Stallings, 1998). The access to Internet from the host at
UCh had a maximum bandwidth of 3Mbps.

In the experiment the client process started to send
UDP packets at rate of 10 packets/sec and increased the
transmission speed in 10 packets/sec every 20 sec until
100  packets/sec. Results are presented in Fig. 1 where¸S¹%ºf»�¼Q½J¾

, ¿RÀDÀ , and the throughput TCP bandwidth (ÁOÂ�Ã�Ä )
are shown. ÅOÆ�Ç�È  corresponds to the packet-rate offered by
a TCP application estimated with ÉRÊDÊ  and ËJÌ  with
(Padhye et al., 1998): ÍDÎ
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As can be seen in Fig. 1, when the UDP packet rate
(ÙSÚ%ÛfÜ ) increased, only a small variation in ÝJÞ  and ßRàDà
was observed. This should be due to the fact that the
concurrent TCP traffic adapted its transmission, while the
UDP process increased the demand for bandwidth. As a
consequence, in this scenario áJâ  would detect high
congestion only when the UDP application took over all
the bandwidth, and the TCP traffic was reduced to zero.
Also in Fig. 1, it is possible to observe that ãSä%å³æ  easily
exceeds çOè�é�ê , which suggests that a TCP-friendly protocol
provides a too conservative strategy to estimate the real-
time application transmission rate.
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Experiment with one UDP process. From top to

bottom: UDP application packet-rate ( ó%ô�õö
) vs. time;

packet-loss (÷Jø ) vs. time; round-trip-time (ùRúDú ) vs. time;
and, the throughput TCP bandwidth ( û�ü�ýþ

), according to

(1), vs. time.
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Based on the results discussed in the pervious section, a
protocol was designed to address the problem of UDP and
TCP applications between two routers (Fig. 2). In this
scenario there are a finite number of TCP sources for
traffic when one or more UDP application are introduced.
The problem is how to estimate the packet-rate of the
UDP traffic with the following constraints:

<>= ?A@CB�DFEAG
The two-router problem.

1. The protocol should provide a closed-loop
mechanism to protect TCP traffic from
unacceptable degradation.

2. The UDP packet-rate should be higher than the
one provided by TCP-friendly protocols, if
allowed by the network conditions.

3. Due to the fact that a real-time application
attempts to sustain a constant transmission speed,
the adaptation of the UDP packet-rate according
to network conditions should be smoother than
the one provided by TCP-friendly protocols.

4. No acknowledgement should be used. This
mechanism contributes to congestion of the
network.

The proposed transmission protocol is shown in
Fig. 3. At the beginning, packets are sent at a low rate in
order to evaluate HJI (0) and K>LCL (0), which correspond to
an approximated estimation of packet-loss and round-trip-
time, respectively, at  time M =0, when the real-application
asks to start the transmission. Due to the fact that the
packet-rate was low, NJO (0) and P>QCQ (0) corresponds
approximately to the estimation of packet-loss and round-
trip-time, respectively, without the real-time application.
Then R S0TUWVYXZ

, the packet-rate of TCP application [  at

time \ =0, is computed  with (1), which corresponds to the
TCP flow throughput in packets/sec. Considering that the
routers in Fig. 2  do not distinguish one application from
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another, and so ] 0̂_J`
 and a b0c>dCd

 are approximately the

same for all the UDP and TCP processes, e f0ghWiYjk
 is the

same in all the TCP applications, and can be denoted just
with l m0nWoYpq

. Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose that

the total available bandwidth in terms of packets/second at
0rs , if there is not any other UDP application, is given

by:
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where the Ò¸Ó¶Ô Õ¶Ö ×ÙØÛÚÝÜ (t) is total bandwidth allocated to TCP
processes at time t, and Þ  is the number of TCP
applications. Assuming that the TCP processes in Fig. 2
are using all the network capacity at 0ßà , and that the
network resources do not change, the total available
bandwidth remains constant, and:

á â á â á â á â
300 ã¸ä¶å æ¶ç èèåè é�êÝëéé ìì

The protocol discussed here attempts to share a
percentage of í î0ï�ðÝñò¸ó¶ô õ¶ö ÷

 if  øúù  is lower than an upper

bound ûýüÝþ ÿ � . When ��� (0)>���	��
��  the application stops
the connection. If �� (0) � ���	����� , the protocol initially
transmits at the target application packet-rate, ������� ��� � , and
then adapts !#"%$'& (( ) to get a percentage, ) , of* +

0,�-	./1032 435 6
 and to satisfy 7�8 (t)=Max9�: . If there was

no other UDP application, ;  corresponds to a fraction of<�=
(0), the total available bandwidth, according to (2), and> ? > ? > ?

01 @�A	B@�A	B CDC EFG H , with I >0. Notice that J�KML	N (O ),
the average bandwidth allocated to each TCP process,
would decrease geometrically with the number of UDP
applications. This behavior seems to be a reasonable
compromise between a conservative TCP-friendly scheme
and an open-loop UDP application that uses as much
bandwidth as necessary regardless of the other processes
competing for the same network resources.

As mentioned above, P#Q%RTS (U ) is adapted everyVW
sec in order to satisfy the following restrictions:X Y X Y

4
Z�[	\�]�^_]�^ `

 a b a b a b a bcded f�g	hf�g	h
01 ijk l

where n=0, 1,2,... is a non-negative integer that denotes
discrete sequences with  mno pqr ; 1st

 is the

percentage of bandwidth taken from the TCP processes;u�vMw%x
(y ) is estimated according to (1); and z�{ (| ) and}�~1~
(� ) are computed every ��

sec  by means of control
packets sent by the receiver (from the server to the client).
The first constraint takes into consideration a maximum
level of ���  to protect the rest of applications, and to
comply with the specifications of the speech/audio/video
scheme. The second condition, as mentioned above,
compels the UDP application to use only a given
percentage of � �0���	��1�3� �3� �

. The estimation of �#�%�'� (� +1)

according to the restrictions (4) and (5) is made by� � � � � �� � � � � �
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where Ê¶ËÍÌ   and Î¶ÏÑÐ Ò Ó  are the adaptation rates; ÔÕÖ×	ØÙ  andÚÛÜÝ'Þ ß àá are estimating according to:
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The average operation and the bound equal to 0 in (6) and
(7) are introduced  because I@J (K ) and LNMPO�Q (R ) do not
depend only on SUT�V�W (X ), and are also functions of the
concurrent traffic that is not known. It is expected that the
cross-correlations Y Z Y Z[ \]^]_@`a b�c7defe

 andg h g hi jklklm n�o7pq�r p sts
 would be positive and negative,

respectively. Nevertheless, due to the current traffic
behavior, u@v (w ) and xNyPz�{ (| )  could decrease and increase,
respectively, when }U~���� (� ) increases. Finally, �U����� (� +1)
is given by,� � � � � �� � � �

10111 ���������� ��� �P��� ������ � � ����7�������7����7�   ¡ 
It is worth mentioning that if 0)0( ¢£¥¤

, there is

no information about the TCP transmission rate at
0¦§ , ¨©ª¬«��®

0 , and (7) cannot be employed to estimate¯U°�±³²
(́¶µ 1). Finally, if · ¸ 0¹º »¼@½

, ¾ ¿¾�¿ÀÁ@Â ÀÃÅÄ�Æ7ÇÈÈ  is made

equal to É@ÊËÌÎÍ�Ï Ð�Ñ7ÒÓÓ ; and, if Ô Õ 0Ö× ØÙÛÚ
, Ü ÝÜ�ÝÞß Þß¬à á�â àãã

is made equal to ä å�æ äççèÎé êìëë
.

Notice that the estimation of íUî�ï�ð (ñ¶ò 1)
according to (6) and (7) computes ó ô1õö ÷øúù�û7ü

 that

satisfies the constraints (4) and (5). This is also interesting
for real-time applications that attempt to sustain a constant
bit rate. In contrast, TCP-friendly protocols (Padhye et al.,
1999)(Rejaie et al., 1999)(Sisalem et al., 1997)  (Sisalem
& Wolisz, 2000) (Sisalem & Wolisz, 2000-2). (Zhang et
al., 2000)  usually introduce discontinuities in the packet-
rate depending on the packet-loss and round-trip-time.
The transmission of speech/audio/video in real time is
certainly very sensitive to discontinuities in the allocated
bandwidth that should be preserved from abrupt
transitions.

A lower bound for ýUþ�ÿ�� (� ��� ), ���
	�� �
�
, is also

considered to take into consideration the fact that
speech/audio/video coding schemes provide the lowest
operating bit rate. Beyond this threshold, the coder cannot
operate so the protocol stops the connection.

The full-duplex transmission problem involves
two real-time protocols transmitting in opposite directions.
If both applications adapt ������� (��� 1) independently, the
hosts may end up transmitting at different rates, since

)( ����
 and  )( ���� �

are not necessarily the same at both

sides. This problem can easily be overcome by setting the
transmission rate as the lowest !�"�#%$ (&�' 1) estimated in
both directions.

(�)+*-,/.�0�132�465-137�839
The protocol proposed here was tested in the same
environment described in section II. A client process at
UCh in Santiago, Chile, sent UDP packets to a server
process at UNM in Albuquerque, USA.  The packet-rate,:�;�<�=

(>�? 1), from client to server was adapted with the
protocol in Fig. 3, which in turn makes use of the
information provided by control packets sent back by the
server to the client. Results are presented in Fig.4.  Figure
4 shows @�A�B%C (D ), E FGHJI

 and K LMN�OQPSR
 with only one UDP

process between both hosts. The following configuration
was employed in the experiments reported here: TVU 1;W

30XY
; Z[\S]_^J`

15a ; 7bcc dJefghSi j�k
l
;

7mnoo pQqSrs�t
ruuvw x
; 5yz�{
|}~ �
�

packets/sec; and finally,
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Experiment with one UDP process employing

the real-time protocol proposed in this paper. From top to
bottom: UDP application packet-rate ( ���
��

) vs. time;

packet-loss (�J� ) vs. time and the desired response
%15����������

(dashed line) according to (4);  and, the
throughput TCP bandwidth ( �Q�S� 

), according to (1), vs.

time and the desired response ¡ ¢ ¡ ¢01 £Q¤S¥¦§¨ª©  (dashed

line) as in (5).

As can be seen in Fig. 4, « ¬®J¯
 and ° ±²³µ´Q¶S·

converge to ¸¹Sº_»J¼  and ½ ¾ ½ ¾01 ¿QÀSÁÂÃÄªÅ , respectively,
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while  Æ�Ç�È%É (Ê ) is adapted with (6) and (7). The variation
of Ë�Ì�Í�Î (Ï ) must be due to fluctuations of the TCP
applications, which in turn suggests that the proposed
protocol is sensitive to concurrent traffic and network
congestion. Notice that a TCP-friendly protocol would
transmit at a packet-rate similar toÐ Ñ ÒÓÔÒÕÓÔ ÖQ×SØÖQ×SØ

01 ÙÚÛ Ü . It is worth highlighting thatÝ�Þ�ß�à
(á ) is much higher than âäãæåSç (è ), and the bandwidth

allocated to TCP traffic was reduced in é =30% when

compared with êäëæìSí (0), which would correspond to the
average bandwidth allocated to each TCP processes at

0îï , when the UDP process starts to transmit. This is
certainly true in the two-router problem shown in Fig.2,
where all the TCP applications observe approximately the
same ð ñòóJô

and õ ö÷ø ù�ù
. However, in the experiments

reported here, a real Internet connection was employed
with a more complex environment than the one in Fig. 2.
The TCP applications at the end router (at UCh in this
case) do not measure the same úJû  and ü ýþý�ÿ because the
packets have different destinations. As a consequence, the
UDP process does not have an uniform effect on the TCP
traffic: the reduction in the allocated bandwidth to TCP
processes would be the highest and equal to �  when the

TCP and UDP packets share the same destination and
path; and the lowest reduction in the allocated bandwidth
to TCP applications would correspond to the situation
when the TCP and UDP packets share only the end router.

�������	��
���������	���
A real-time protocol is proposed based on the assumption
that a reduction in average bandwidth allocated to TCP
applications and packet-loss are employed as desired
responses to adapt the UDP packet-rate. The method
proved to be effective in a real Internet connection. The
scheme seems to offer a good compromise between
conservative TCP-friendly protocols and the ordinary
UDP open-loop scheme, and has not been found in the
specialized literature. Moreover, the approach covered in
this paper does not need an admission control mechanism,
and can be considered an interesting contribution to the
problems of integrating TCP and UDP traffic, and QoS
allocation, due to its generality, effectiveness and
simplicity.
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